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Cardiac Perfusion Medical Station with Ultra 180 Workstation

The mobile cardiopulmonary bypass machine cart above features ICWUSA’s patented Ultra 180 arm and pole mount which help support
the computer and keyboard workstation. The workstation also features the KUB keyboard, which has an ergonomic poly wrist rest.

Enhancing
medical
carts
with
custom mounts is a specialty of
ICWUSA.com, Inc. ꟷ and that includes
all types of cardiac perfusion stations.
The medical cart pictured above,
equipped with a cardiopulmonary
bypass (CPB) machine, is able to
support the weight of an entire computer
workstation because of ICWUSA’s
patented Ultra 180 arm attached to the
base of one of cart’s poles.
Not only does the Ultra 180 arm and
pole mount combination support the
full weight of the computer monitor
and keyboard workstation, it provides
a stable and sturdy surface that
articulates and easily adjusts to the
position of the user.

When the computer workstation is not
in use, it can easily be shifted aside
or stowed out of the way using the
convenient ergonomic handle beneath
the keyboard.
The Ultra 180 arm’s internal wiring and
ICWUSA’s powder coating not only
make the workstation more durable
and protect its cables but both of these
features make the sanitation process
more efficient and less troublesome.

Ultra 180 Range of Motion
UL180EV7-P15-KUB-AS1
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For more information on how ICWUSA
can enhance your workspace, contact
our friendly product specialists by
emailing sales@icwusa.com or calling
1-800-558-4435.
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